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ABSTRACT
Sxibject headings for works of fiction are one way to
increase access to these books.

Increased access should

result in greater use for these books.

Using a multi-

branch, metropolitan pviblic library, fiction books with
subject headings were compared against fiction books without
subject headings for overall use and circulations (use
adjusted for time available to circulate).

These same two

categories were then compared to determine the affect of
subject headings with respect to:

fiction collection size,

genre, and piiblication date for overall use and
circulations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
How patrons access fiction in libraries has been a
traditional concern of librarians.

Fiction has been treated

differently from nonfiction by librarians and catalogers in
American libraries since the advent of the current
classification systems in the previous century.

The fact

that current fiction usually circulates more than older
fiction has been noticed by librarians since the turn of the
century.^

Different schemes have been devised to help

patrons locate the fiction they want to read.
Sxabject headings for fiction are one way to provide
increased access.

However, no one has investigated the

connection between subject headings and increases in
circulation or use.

This thesis explores the connection.

Modem treatment and attitudes about fiction have their
roots in the past.

Papers presented at the 1894 ALA

conference debated supplying novels for pxiblic use.^

This

debate illustrates the controversy about fiction that was
present in librarianship at the time.

Ranta has noted that

^Borden, William Alanson, "On Classifying Fiction," The
Library Journal. 6/09; quoted in Thp TTnahashed Librarian,
no.63(1987): 25-26.
'Hayes, Susan, "Enhanced Catalog Access to Fiction:
Preliminary Study," Library Resources and Technical
Services. 36 no.4(0ct. 1992): 443.

A
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American and British cultures have historically had a bias
against fiction and imaginative literature since the 17th
Century.'

These kinds of underlying influences need to be

acknowledged to better understand the present situation with
regards to fiction.

The major classification systems in use

in the United States today reflect, to a degree, the biases
of the period of their creation.
Dewey, Library of Congress, and other classification
systems are an attempt to put like books and materials
together based on their subjects.

For fiction, the concept

of a fictional literary work is the manual method the topic
is classified and all fictional books end up together,
sxib-classed according to the nationality or language of the
work.

For Dewey this means for the type of fiction, such as

American fiction, the fiction might receive a number of
813.54, and "the Cutter number is the critical factor in
arranging them, producing an alphabetical arrangement by
main entry."'

The Library of Congress classification

scheme allows for arrangement not only by nationality and
language as does Dewey, but genre and time period of the

'Ranta, Judith A., "The New Literary Scholarship and a
Basis for Increased Subject Catalog Access to Imaginative
Literature," Cataloging and Classification Quarterly.
14(1991): 3-26.
'Intner, Sheila S., "The Fiction of Access to Fiction,"
Technicalities 7, no.7 (July 1987): 12-14.

work as well.

PS is the classification American

fictional/literary works usually fall under for the Library
of Congress classification system.

While this arrangement

allows for some organization of fictional/literary works
within the greater scheme of knowledge, it does not allow
for more than the barest of classification beneath this
level.
In most libraries other than academic, fiction is not
classed according to any classification scheme.

Fiction is

usually separated from the classified non-fiction section,
and shelved alphabetically by author.

This essentially

collocates the fiction collection by author.

It does not

address the fact that many authors write different types of
books.

Any book can address a totally different subject

from the books on either side of it.
Neither of the two major current classification systems
have provided subject analysis for fiction until recently.
In fact, both Dewey and Library of Congress provided
"explicit instructions not to provide topical subject access
to individual works of fiction with few exceptions."^
These exceptions fall into three cases;

Biographical

fiction, historical fiction, and animal stories.

This

practice stems from the history of distrust in fiction in

'Hayes, 441.
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this country.
Another factor is that patrons prefer to find the
fictional books they want to read by browsing.®

Given that

there has been no sxibject access to fiction this should
hardly be surprising.

Until recently, the only access has

been by knowing the author or title of a fiction book.
Browsing or asking the librarian has been the only way to
find an unknown book in a given collection.

Sear and

Jennings found, that while most books were found by
browsing, readers want aids to selecting fiction.''
Another factor is that patrons are looking for a good
book to read but not necessarily a specific book.

Sear and

Jennings found in their study that 52% of patrons queried
had looked for a specific author.'

While there have been

readers advisory services and indices that help patrons find
fictional books in a given setting or by an author whose
work is similar to a known author, this has been a two step
process.

A patron must first consult the source, if the

library has that advisory source.

Then the patron must

check the catalog to see if the library even owns that

®Baker, Sharon L., "Will Fiction Classification Schemes
Increase Use?," RQ 27(Spring 1988): 366.
'Sear, Lyn and Barbara Jennings, "How Readers Select
Fiction," Research and Development Report 9 1986: 46-48.
'Ibid., 14.
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title.

Strauss discusses the number of, and difficulties

with these disparate sources.®

Borden, as early as 1909,

suggested that the reason for increased circulation among
books published within the last two years is their inclusion
in lists, advertisements and reviews."

In other words,

partially because the patron has access to the author or
title from one of these sources they circulate more.
In the past, attempts to improve patron access to
fiction in terms of subject have been mainly in the
direction of shelf marking systems.

Borden recognized this

in 1909 and created separate shelving areas for impossible
stories, short stories, detective stories, and historical
and descriptive stories."

His circulation went up for

fiction classed in those areas.
this can be accomplished.

This is one of two ways

The other is to mark the items in

some way on the spine, to indicate the genre, interfiling
them with the rest of the fiction collection.

This is

essentially what Borden did.
Sharon L. Baker analyzed how well these shelving
systems work in three libraries of differing sizes."
'Strauss, Lori A., "Access to Fiction:
the Maze," PNLA Quarterly year :19-23.
"Borden, 25.
"Ibid.
"Baker, 366-367.

She

Moving Through
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correlated within these libraries the phenomenon of
"information overload:

the frustration, and confusion that

result when a person's capacity or processing information is
exceeded"" and patron need and use of separate genre
shelving.

The study found that patrons experienced

information overload when a fiction collection reached
approximately 5,000 books, and that at these levels separate
shelves for genre books increased their circulation.
At the end of the article she points out that she does
not think that marking the catalog will increase use, since
the effect was related to browsing a collection to locate
books.

This opens the question whether patrons will find

siibject analysis of fiction useful.

As computer technology

grows, more patrons may be browsing the catalog for fiction
as well as the shelves.

If the catalog is not browsable by

subject area for fiction, it is impossible to tell if
patrons will use it that way or not.

Baker's article may

provide a cutoff number for implementing siibject analysis of
fiction, depending of the size of the library.

Librarians

may find patrons using the catalog system more as library
fiction collections grow above Baker's threshold.

Patrons

may also locate fiction about nonfiction topics that
interest them.

"Ibid., 366

Siibject analysis of fiction has been iinder discussion
for a long time.

One of the major stumbling blocks has been

determining what a fictional book is about.

Non-fiction

books can be difficult to analyze for stibject content but
fiction is much more complex.
interpreted on many levels.
story.

Fiction can be written and

First there is the actual

A work can exist as an allegory for something else,

such as the country at large.

Sapp^* uses Moby Dick and

Ranta" uses The Scarlet Letter to illustrate these points.
The question becomes:

To what degree, at what levels, and

for what audience a work is to be sxibject analyzed?
Ranta suggests that academic libraries will need more
in-depth subject analysis than piiblic libraries.^®

Fiction

is usually thought of as the preseorve of public libraries.
As academic disciplines become more interdisciplinary,
literary analysis spreads into kinds of fiction not looked
at before; such as science fiction and works by more diverse
ethnic authors.

Finding such literature can be difficult

unless it is accessible.

Fiction s^lbject analysis is one

way of making such topics accessible.
Fiction can also be looked at in ways other than just
"Sapp, Gregg, "The Levels of Access: Subject
Approaches to Fiction," RQ 25(Summer 1986):488-497.
"Ranta, 3-26.
"Ibid., 7.

by subjects. In addition to the subject matter, fiction can
be categorized by genre; such as science fiction. Westerns,
romance novels.

Another way fiction can be looked at is by

the characters involved.

Patrons may remember a character

from a book they have read in the past and wish to reread,
but do not remember the author or title of the work.

A

patron may wish to find other books featuring Sherlock
Holmes, or find videos or movies featuring this same
character.

Sometimes patrons want to read a book set in a

particular place, such as Tudor England, or frontier Nevada.
These are all ways fiction may be siabject analyzed for
better patron access.

These methods can be combined using

boolean logic if a system permits.

Guard's article has

examples of actual patron questions posed when seeking
fiction."

Siibject analysis of fiction can assist in

answering some of these questions.

Guard shows difficulties

patrons have finding what they want because many decisions
are made by librarians without considering how patrons
approach fiction.
Juvenile fiction cataloging provides svibject headings
for fiction since it is assumed that "children use fiction

"Guard, Anara, "An Antidote for Browsing: Subject
Headings for Fiction," Technicalities Vol. 11 no.12(December
1991): 10-14.
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to explore svibjects.""

Guard's article suggests adults do

the same, at least based on some of the questions patrons
ask about fiction.

Libraries should be able to provide

comparable service to adults.
In an effort to improve the situation, the American
Library Association's Subject Analysis Committee(SAC)
created a subcommittee on Subject Access to Individual Works
of Fiction, Drama etc. in January 1986."
Library Association's,

The American

Association for Library Collections

and Technical Services (ALCTS) Board of Directors approved
the final recommendations of its Cataloging and
Classification Section's Subject Analysis Committees (SAC),
subcommittee on individual works of fiction, drama etc. in
1990" and published its guidelines (Guidelines on Subject
Access to Individual Works of Fiction. Drama, etc.) the same
year.^^

In 1991, Olderr's Fiction Subject Headings: A

Supplement and Guide to the LC Thesaurus by Steven Olderr

''Inter, 14.
"Hayes, 442.
""ALCTS Approves Siibject Headings," Library Journal
115(May 15, 1990) : 12.
'^American Library Association, Sxabcommittee on
Subject Access to Individual Works of Fiction, Drama, etc.,
Guidelines on Subject Access to Individual Works of Fiction.
Drama, etc. (Chicago: American Library Association, 1990).

was published."

It contains siibject headings for fiction,

complete with scope notes.

Olderr's is much larger and the

scope notes go into greater detail.

The Guidelines on

Subject Access to Individual Works of Fiction. Drama, etc.
are included in an appendix in Olderr's and his work grew
out of trying to implement those guidelines to analyze
fiction.

Olderr's supplies topical and genre headings not

available in the Guidelines to Subject Access to Individual
Works of Fiction. Drama, etc..

In 1992, OCLC and Library of

Congress announced a project to enrich records using The
Guidelines to Snhnpct Access to Individual Works of Fiction.
Drama, etc.
Both Hayes^* and the Subject Cataloging Division of
the Library of Congress" conducted studies to determine
the amount of time needed to catalog fictional books using
the enhanced methods in The Guidelines t-n .qnhject Access to
Individual Works of Fiction. Drama, etc..

The Hayes study

would have used the Olderr thesaurus, if it had been

"Steven Olderr, Olderr's Fiction Subject Headings: a
Supplement and Guide to the LC Thesaurus (Chicago: American
Library Association, 1991).
^^Quinn, Judy & Rogers, Michael, "OCLC/LC Fiction
Headings Project: Too Little, Too Late?," Library Journal
117(February 1, 1992): 14-15.
'"Hayes, 452-454.
"Ibid., 449.
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published.^®

Unfortxinately, neither study looked at

comparing the amoiint of time for each record for standard
cataloging versus the enhanced addition of subject headings.
Thus, they do not address the iir^jact of adding subject
headings to records in terms of additional time but only in
terms of total time.

Both studies show a large variation

between the time taken by fast and slow catalogers to
catalog books this way, but do not indicate what causes the
difference.
A problem with subject analysis of fiction that has not
been addressed by ALA is discussed in an article by Yee and
Soto.^"'

They studied how patrons interact with the indexes

in online public access catalogs.

Specifically, they looked

at name access for fictional and non-fictional characters
and how the MARC format interacts with the catalog in these
searches.

The 7XX fields are governed by the rules in AACR2

for added entries, whereas the 6XX fields are based on
cataloger judgement.

The article points out the complicated

rules governing placement of real and fictional characters
names within the MARC record.
An interesting part of this study is that catalogs
'®Ibid., 453.
"Yee, Martha M. & Soto, Raymond, "User Problems with
Access to Fictional Characters and Personal Names in Online
Pxiblic Access Catalogs," Information Technolocfy and
Libraries 10(March 1991): 3-13.
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often ask patrons to search iinder name, title, or subject,
but patrons have no idea how names are handled by the
catalog.

This is especially true for fictional characters

who may be real people, fictional people, cartoon
characters, animals and other things as well.

These

different kinds of names may not be indexed in a part of the
MARC format normally searched by a name.

Yee and Soto

recommend creation of a new MARC tag to solve this problem.
Sxibject access to fiction has created the need for
further examination of how names are handled by the catalog.
It is probably only the first of such problems to come to
light.

Patron interaction with the MARC record through the

interface of the software of the OPAC is something that
needs further study in all areas.

Librarians need to know

how patrons are or are not finding what they need.
Fiction has come a long way in the last century gaining
in respectability and importance.

Scholars now appreciate

the importance of the interdisciplinary study of fiction.
They are no longer studying only the classic literary, works
but also those of the genres.

Fiction has a great deal of

information imbedded in it, about the period during which it
was written as well as in which it takes place.

But this

information can not be used if the books can not be located.
Subject access to fiction is critical to studies using this
imbedded information.
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Readers advisory services can be acconplished, to a
large degree, by increased subject access to fiction.
can be studied in two ways.

This

One is to determine how sxibject

headings for fiction have an impact on reference services
and the other is to look at how siibject headings have an
impact on circulation.
the shelves.

Patrons are accustomed to browsing

With increased con^uter access to library

catalogs world-wide, subject access allows patrons to browse
the computer catalog for fiction.

As OPACs have become more

common, enhanced cataloging for non-fiction has become an
issue \inder discussion.

Subject access to fiction can be

considered in some ways to be an extension of this
discussion, providing greater access to all materials in the
library via the online catalog.

Currently, subject access

to fiction is something Library of Congress is supporting,
but librarians are concerned about the increased time and
costs involved in cataloging.
be determined.

Thus, its usefulness needs to

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Borden's^® 1909 study discovered that by shelving
similar types of fiction, such as detective stories, and
impossible stories together, that circulation of these books
could be increased.

Harrell surveyed 334 large library

systems to determine how they organized their fiction.^'
Of those libraries, forty-six percent used genre
categorization to organize their fiction, but only two
percent had any notations to that effect in their catalogs.
Sapp discussed the then present state of access to fiction
offered by the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress
classification schemes and previous attempts to alleviate
the problems in these systems.'"

He concluded that greater

sxabject access to fiction would be popular.
Baker applied the concept of "information overload'"^
to libraries; the idea that when patrons are faced with too
many choices they experience confusion.

Information

overload happens when library collections grew too large to
^'Borden, 25-26.
-'Harrell, G., "The Classification and Organization of
Adult Fiction in Large American Pxiblic Libraries," Public
Libraries. 24(1985): 13-14.
'°Sapp, 488-497.
"Baker, S.L., "Overload, Browsers, and Selections,"
Library and Information Science Research. 8(1986): 315-329.
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comfortably browse.

Baker and Shepherd reviewed the

literature on shelf marking systems for fiction."

Baker

then conducted a study that applied this to libraries and
determined that shelf marking systems work best when
collections of fiction grow larger than approximately 5,000
books."

At that number, the separation of fiction by

genre increases circulation of the separated books.

One of

her final statements is that the next step in the research
is to see if marking fiction subdivisions in the card
catalog will further increase circulation.
Since Baker's^^ article was published, many libraries
have gone from card catalogs to online computer public
access catalogs.

Beheshti suggested ways Machine-Readable

Cataloging (MARC) data can be used to enable patrons to
better browse online catalogs.^®

As more and more people

become computer proficient, patrons may choose to browse the
catalog instead of the shelves.

The Library of Congress

approved providing sxabject headings for fiction in 1990, and
"Baker, S. L., Shepherd, G. W., "Fiction
Classification Schemes: the Principles Behind them and
their Success," RQ, 27(1987): 245-51.
"Baker, "Will Fiction Classification Schemes Increase
Use?," 366-367.
''Ibid.
"Beheshti, J., "Browsing through public access
catalogs," Information Technolocry and Libraries. 11(1992):
220-8.

Hayes studied the amount of time to catalog fiction books
incorporating subject headings."
Classifying fiction by genre increased use, as Baker
found."

Lists and signage do the same."

This suggests

that adding subject analysis information to the catalog
record will increase the use or circulation of these books.
Therefore the hypothesis for this study is that:

Subject

analysis of fiction increases the circulation or use of
fiction.

"Hayes, 441-59.
"Baker, "Will fiction classification schemes increase
use?," 371-374.
"Baker, "Overload, browsers, and selections," 319,
324.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
In order to test this hypothesis a library with over
5,000 fiction books will be selected.

This should invoke

information overload" and should mean that subject
headings are more likely to be used.

Random selections from

the fiction collection will be used to create two groups:
those with subject headings and those without.

The mean

use, or number of times a book was checked out, will be
obtained for both of these groups.

These two means will be

subjected to a t-test to determine if their differences are
statistically significant.

Further testing will be done to

determine the influence of branch size, genre, and
publication date upon subject heading use rates.

These will

also be compared by t-tests against the use rates for books
without sxibject headings.
For this study the Washoe County Pxiblic Library System
was chosen.

The Washoe County PiJDlic Library System serves

Washoe County, Nevada, population 294,290 as of July 1,
1995.*°

Washoe County is shown on the map in Figure 1.'^

"Baker, "Will fiction classification schemes increase
use?," 374-375.
*°Current population estimates and forecasts. Estimates
from Nevada Department of taxation and Nevada State
Demographer. Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
College of Business Administration, University of Nevada,
Reno. (1995).
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This system serves the Reno/Sparks metropolitan area, with
eight branches in these two cities.

Reno has a population

of 150,620 and Sparks 59,880 as of July 1, 1995.*^

Also

served by one branch each are Incline Village at Lake Tahoe,
population 7,119 as of 1990,*^ and the community of
Gerlach, population 647 as of 1990."

The locations of

Reno, Sparks, Incline Village, and Gerlach are shown in the
map in Figure 2."
The Washoe County Public Library System was chosen
because it met the study criteria.

It has an online public

access catalog with sxabject analysis for some fictional
works in place.

The online piiblic access catalog had over

5,000 fiction entries, the number needed to invoke
information overload, as suggested by Baker."®

The

branches were of varying sizes, which allowed for
comparisons across size with respect to information
overload.

Because the independent variable; the presence or

absence of siibject headings, already existed within the
"'Ibid.
"Statistical Abstracts.:

137,

(Nevada, 1994).

*"1990 Census of Population and Housing Unit Counts.
Nevada, Table 8: 9.
Map is blown up from the following source.
Health Catalog.: 45.

Nevada

"®Baker, "Will fiction classification schemes increase
use?," 374-375.
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database the study was con^jarative in nature.
The Washoe County Public Library System starting using
subject headings for fiction 30 years ago when they starting
receiving Library of Congress records with subject
headings.

The library gradually added its own headings from

that time on.

Ninety-five percent of the headings come from

OCLC, and five percent are added locally.

The decision to

add local headings is done on a case-by-case basis.

The

locally added headings are usually of local interest, or to
maintain continuity with headings used there in the past.*"'
The Washoe County P\iblic Library System consisted of
ten branches:

Reno, Sparks, Sierra View, Peavine, Incline

Village, Galena, Gerlach, Traner, Verdi, and Senior Center.
In December 1994 the collections of the Washoe County
Library System had 264,146 titles total, with 581,891 items
attached to these titles.
bibliographic record.

Titles refers to the

Items are the individual copy records

that are attached to bibliographic records.

The breakdown

by branch is shown in Table 1.

''Kupersmith, John (personal communication, Aug. 13,
1996) conveying information from Carol Wells, Technical
Services Department, Washoe County Public Library.
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Table 1.--Titles and Items by Branch
Branch

Titles

Reno
Sparks
Sierra View
Incline Village
Peavine
Galena
Traner
Verdi
Gerlach
Senior Center

149,127
127,160
70,334
46,806
40,305
18,067
10,138
8, 843
5, 813
5,347

Items
180,063
152,787
95,356
50,507
45,792
22,115
12,031
10,082
6,225
6, 933

Information provided by the systems office of the
library on February 13, 1995 listed the fiction collection
sizes in terms of number of items which is shown in Table 2.
Information as to the number of titles was not available.
The branches in this system classify their fiction;
shelving mysteries. Westerns, and science fiction separately
from the rest of the fiction collection.
shelved alphabetically by author.
paperback browsing sections.

All fiction is

They also have separate

Since the branches shelve

three genres of fiction separately it was necessary to
obtain the figures for that subset of the fiction collection
and subtract it from the fiction collection totals to obtain
the fiction collection numbers under study.

This data is

from February 15, 1995 and is listed in Table 3.
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Table 2.--Fiction Items by Branch with Siibject Headings
and Without Subject Headings
Branch

Total

Reno
36,598
Sparks
26,781
9, 867
Sierra View
8,293
Peavine
Incline Village 8,136
Galena
2, 984
Gerlach
826
Traner
603
888
Verdi
Senior Citizens 1.572
Totals

96,548

With Subjects

W/0 Subiects

4,822
3,788
1, 621
1,305
1, 384
826
135
134
163
289

31,776
22,993
8, 246
6, 988
6, 752
2,158
691
469
725
1.288

14,467

82,081

Table 3.--Fiction Items Not Including Separate Genre
Shelving by Branch with Sxibject Headings and Without
Sxibject Headings
Branch

Total

Reno
23,322
Sparks
15,355
Sierra View
5,329
Peavine
4, 573
Incline Village 5, 749
Galena
2, 169
Gerlach
550
Traner
446
Verdi
504
Senior Citizens
886
Totals

58,883

With Subjects

W/0 Sub-iects

3,499
2,578
1,090
883
1, 071
666
113
98
111
191

19,823
12,777
4, 289
3, 690
4, 678
1, 503
437
348
393
695

10,300

48,633

In order to calculate a sample size of fiction books
with sxibject headings and books without subject headings it
was necessary to convert these item totals into the number
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of titles they represented.

To accomplish this, a prestudy

of the fiction collection in the Reno branch was conducted.
At the time this prestudy was conducted, search access to
the online system beyond that available to the general
piiblic was not possible.
branch was selected.

In the interest of time, only one

Limiting this prestudy to only one

branch was not the ideal, which would have sampled all the
branches.

However; since it was not the main study, but

used to determine sample size for the main study, a full
sample could not be justified.

The Reno branch was selected

because it was the largest of the branches.

It was felt

that the size could help compensate for not using the other
branches.

Using only that part of the collection available

on the shelf at one time may have eliminated some titles
from this sample, but the size should be sufficient to
estimate title counts.
The fiction collection of the Reno branch was housed on
the bottom floor of that branch.
ranges.

It consists of fifteen

Each range had two sides; therefore there were

thirty sides.

Each side had seven sections and each section

was seven shelves high.

Each shelf held between twenty-

seven and thirty books.

The number thirty-five was selected

to encompass that number.

For each of the following

variables: side, section, shelf, and book position, a
corresponding set of numbered cards was created.

These
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cards were used to randomly satnple the collection with
replacement.

Each set of cards was placed in a bag and a

numbered card was picked from the bag to select a side,
section, shelf and book location to choose a book for the
prestudy.

For each side, the sections were cotinted from the

front of the collection.
top down.

The shelves were counted from the

The book section counting was started on the left

side of the section and went through shelves until the
corresponding number was reached.
next shelf down was selected.

If a shelf was empty, the

If the book was a short story

collection, the next complete novel was selected.
and author of the book were then noted.

The title

Forty-five books

were examined and are listed by author in APPENDIX A.

When

the prestudy sample was complete the online public catalog
was searched by title and the number of items per title for
all the branches, not including the paperback shelves or
special formats, was recorded.

The total items for these

forty-five books were 146, the mean number of items was 3.24
and the standard deviation was 2.65.

Based on this mean,

and a total fiction item collection of 58,883 system wide,
the mean number of titles was estimated to be 18,173.

From

this a sample size of two percent was selected which was
determined to be 363 books or 182 in each group of subject
headings and without subject headings.

Two percent was

selected as the size because it was a sample size that could
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be easily handled by one person.
Upon writing this section it was realized that the
sample for the prestudy had included books shelved in the
mystery, science fiction, and western genre sections.

The

study sample was recalculated minus those books which are
listed in APPENDIX B.

The mean calculated was 2.677, with a

standard deviation of 2.05.

From this the fiction

collection was determined to be 21,996 and the sample of 363
books is 1.65 percent of the collection.

This second mean

was within the standard deviation of the previously
calculated mean.
Circulation has been one means to determine use of
items -in a collection.

As was pointed out by Baker,

circulation measures the number of times patrons select and
take home a particular book."

It measures interest in a

book, not whether a patron actually read or enjoyed the
book.

Subject headings are an attempt to increase access to

fiction and thus increase patron's selection of fiction,
which means increasing circulation.

Thus, circulation is a

critical measure of use in this study.

In house use is not

generally associated with fiction.
The study sample was obtained by searching the online
catalog by bibkey number.

This is the number assigned to

"Baker, "Will fiction classification schemes increase
use?," 368 .
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the bibliographic record by the computer.

The numbers

searched were obtained by using randomly generated numbers.
During this process several problems in the database were
Although the philosophy of the library was to have

noted.

only one record per title, this was not always the case.
There were multiple records for some titles.

Some titles

had a record both with siibject headings and another without
them.

Titles with multiple records like these were deleted

from the sample because it would not be possible to
determine which record was associated with the circulation.
This was done so the usage could be tied directly to one
record.
The titles obtained in this manner were then searched
in the online catalog to verify there was only one
bibliographic record for the book with this title and
author.

Any title with multiple records was deleted from

the sample.

One exception was made to this.

If the

duplicate record was for a cassette recording then the book
record was not deleted from the sample.

Since the format

was very different, it was felt the additional record would
not influence the circulation tied to the book record.

Also

deleted were any records that had items in the genre shelf
locations as well as the general fiction collection.

Any

book that had a publication date of 1994 to present was
eliminated because one year's worth of circulation was
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needed and that could be unlikely for titles published in
the year previous to the study.

Records with holds against

them were also eliminated from the study because it was felt
that holds could influence circulation while eliminating
browsing potential.
During the search process, the p\iblication dates seemed
to be different for the two sample groups.
a tally of pxiblication dates was done.

To check on this

From this it was

determined that there were more recent publication dates in
the group with subject headings.
following actions were taken.

To counteract this, the

The current online catalog

had been started in October of 1990.

This meant that

everything with a publication date prior to 1990 had an
equal chance to circulate from October 1990 forward.
Therefore, it was decided to break the sample in to the
following groups by publication dates: 1990 and before,
1991, 1992, and 1993.

Both groups of the sample had to have

the same number in each of these categories.
tally was in Table 4.

The final
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Table 4.--Number in Each Sample Group by
Piiblication Date
Publication Date

Number in Each Sample Group

<=1990
1991
1992
1993

155
4
8
16

The remaining works were then personally examined to
check for three things:

number of pages, short story

collections, and poetry or plays.
work was examined.
pages.

Only one copy of each

The work had to have more than 100

This was done to avoid novellas.

It was felt that

the decision to read short fiction was different from that
of longer novels.

The work could not be a short story

collection because it was impossible to know which story had
caused the circulation.

Short story collections had to have

acknowledged beginnings and endings, titles and a table of
contents.

A set of connected vignettes without these

features was not considered to be a short story collection.
Also there could be no poetry or plays because they are read
for different reasons by a potentially different audience.
When Baker did her use studies, she controlled for
several variables:

"book's age, total past circulation,

pretest circulation, physical condition, and presence or
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absence of a dust jacket."*'

Since this study was not

experimental, pretest circulation was not considered an
important factor.

Since this study was comparative and data

was gathered from the time the item was created in this
system, previous circulation data was not available either.
The book's age was controlled for only in the fashion
described above.

Since controlling both groups for

condition of volume and presence of dust jacket would have
required examining each volume and would have been difficult
considering the multi-item nature of the titles, it was not
done.
While this examination was being done, a broad genre or
category was assigned to each work.

These categories were

not predetermined, but were developed as needed.
as follows:

They were

historical fiction, contemporary fiction, war,

thriller, suspense, animal stories, alternative history,
horror, romance, classic, general, previous life, religious,
science fiction, sports, myth, disaster, humor and medical.
This was based primarily on information from the dust jacket
or by examining the book when the jacket was absent.
Historical fiction was a book that was set in an
historic time period.

Contemporary fiction was a novel set

in the present that dealt with modem themes, or modern life

''Ibid., 368.
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problems.

War was a novel set during a war that was

primarily about the effects of or consequences of war, not
one in which the war was primarily an historic backdrop.
Thriller and suspense were later found to have been used
interchangeably to describe novels that were fast paced and
primarily kept the reader in suspense when the protagonists
were in jeopardy.

Animal stories had animals as the primary

characters instead of humans.

Alternative history was a

novel about historic events or real people but for which the
results or plot are not historically representative but
represented a fictional changing of historic events.
was a story that involved the supernatural.

Horror

Romance was for

books where stories were primarily a love story.

A classic

was a book that was recognizably a member of the dominant
hegemony literature.

General referred to fiction that was

so general in nature that it did not fit categorization
elsewhere.

A previous life story involved regression into a

previous existence as the primary story.
had religion as the underlying theme.

Science fiction

involved the future or fantastic worlds.
a sport as their primary theme.
retelling of myths.
their central theme.
funny.

Religious stories

Sports stories had

Myth was for fictionalized

Disaster novels had a major disaster as
Humor was a book which was mainly

Medical novels revolved around the medical

profession.

This categorizing was done to see if genre
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influenced the effect of subject headings on circulation.
The final list of titles with subject headings is listed in
APPENDIX C, and the final list of titles without subject
headings is listed in APPENDIX D.
The barcodes and shelf location for all items attached
to the bibliographic record were then recorded.

Eliminated

from these item lists were any items with shelving locations
other than the general fiction collection such as yoxing
adults or juveniles.

Paperback rack fiction was not deleted

at this time since these were findable using the online
catalog and could be (and were) removed from the san^le
later.

Also eliminated were different formats such as large

print books, and new adult readers.

Rental section books

were also eliminated because of their temporary nature.
Only about 20 percent of rental books in the Washoe County
Library Systems become a part of the permanent
collection.'"

It was not known if they would still be

available when the data was collected.
This final list of barcodes was sxibmitted to the
systems office at the Washoe County Library and the data for
the study was obtained on December 12, 1995.
data was obtained from them for each item:

The following

author, title,

bibkey, barcode, branch, use, date added (date the item was
®®Kupersmith, John (personal communication, Aug. 13,
1996), Washoe County Public Library.
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added to the database), call number, and sxibject headings.
At this point the data was again checked and any item with a
date-added date prior to December 1994 was eliminated from
the sample.

This was to ensure a minimum of one year's

circulation data.

From this data the following information

was examined: barcode, bibkey, author, title, branch, use
and date added.

To this information was added paperback

racks or fiction collection, number of siibject headings in
the bibliographic record, and genre designation.

The number

of days available for circulation was calculated by
subtracting the date each item was added to collection from
the date the data was obtained.

This was divided by 365 to

obtain available use data per year.

This was done to

balance books in the system a long time against those in the
system a short time.

Then these data were sxibjected to

analysis which is discussed the next chapter.
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Chapter Four
ANALYSIS
The data gathered were subjected to a number of
different analyses.

Throughout the study the data were

presented and studied in two ways:
items attached to the titles.

by title and by the

The initial sample selection

process involved an equal number of titles in the two
samples:

subject headings and without subject headings.

However, to gain usable data the items attached to these
titles were used.

That meant that the n's in the samples

were not equal even though the number of titles were.
The method of analysis selected was a t-test.

The t-

test is more robust with samples of equal n's, which was not
the case for items but was for titles in the initial
grouping.

Because of this inequality in n's the variances

were examined in each case to satisfy the requirements of
homogeneity of variance.
The data for subject headings was initially coded as 0
for without svibject headings and 1 through 5 according to
the number of subject headings present.

The frequencies

obtained for the titles are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5Frequency of Subject Headings by Title
Subject Headings

Number of Titles
183
125
45
9
3
1

0
1
2

3
4
5

The frequencies for sxibject headings obtained for the items
is shown in Table 6.
Table 6Frequency of Subject Headings by Item
Sub-iect Headings

Number of Items
410
285
95
30
7

0
1
2

3
4
5

1

The working hypothesis was that the addition of subject
headings would increase circulation.

This was tested by

examining the circulation figures for items assigned subject
headings and examining the circulation figures for items
that had no siabject headings assigned.
groups were combined into one group.

The subject headings

This group is

hereafter referred to as l and the lack of sxibject headings
group was combined and is referred to as 0 in the following
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tables.

A t-test was performed for these two groups on the

sample using the overall use figures provided by Washoe
County.

The results obtained are shown in Table 7.

Table 7.--Results of t-test for Overall use: Subject
Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT

N

0
1

410
418

Variances
Equal

Mean

Std Dev

19.13902439
19.77272727

Std Error

17.28044782
16.61421548

T

DF

Prob>|T[

-0.5380

826.0

0.5908

0.85342049
0.81262784

While the n's were different, the variances were not more
than twice as large, so homogeneity of variance can be
invoked.
.1.

The probability level chosen for this study was

This level was chosen because of the exploratory nature

of the study.

Since the probability needed for the study

was .1 and the hypothesis was directional, which meant the
test was one tailed, the probability needed to be smaller
than .05.

For all future t-tests the .05 probability due to

the directionality of the hypothesis will be understood each
time a .1 probability level is stated.

Since .5908 is

greater than .05 so the hypothesis is not supported.
The data was also analyzed for circulations.

This

figure was calculated by subtracting the date the item was
entered into the computer system from the date the data was
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collected.

This figure was then divided by 365; the number

of days in a year, to obtain the years available for
circulation.

The raw use figure was then divided by the

years available for circulation.

This was done to account

for the length of time the item had been available for
circulation and to standardize the use figures across time.
Circulations will refer to data receiving this treatment for
the rest of this paper.

Again, the variances were

approximately equal, the data were subjected to a t-test and
the results obtained are shown in Table 8.
Table 8.--Results of t-test for Circulations: Subject
Headings versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N
410
418

Variances
Equal

Mean

Std Dev

4.40000000
4.44258373

Std Error

4.17009965
3.63341870

T

DF

Prob> |T|

-0.1568

826.0

0.8755

0.20594654
0.17771632

Again the probability exceeded .1 so the hypothesis was not
supported.
The Washoe County Library System consisted of 10
branches at the time the study was initiated.

The

literature suggested that information overload could be
invoked in collections of fiction between 4,700 and
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6,000."
books.

In this article, the numbers were referred to as
For the purposes of this study that was taken to

mean titles although items could just as easily have been
used.

The title counts for the branches are listed in Table

9.
Table 9.-- Title Counts by Branch with Subject Headings
and Without Subject Headings
Branch

Subject Headings

Gerlach
Galena
Incline Village
Peavine
Reno
Senior Center
Sparks
Sierra View
Traner
Verdi

2
10
42
45
129
8
120
43
2
2

w/n Snhject Headings
1
10
45
33
137
6
118
40
1
3

The item counts for the branches are shown in Table 10.

"Ibid., 374.
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Table 10.--Item Counts by Branch with Subject Headings
and without Sxibject Headings
Branch

Subject Headings

Gerlach
Galena
Incline Village
Mendive
Peavine
Reno
Senior Center
Sparks
Sierra View
Traner
Verdi

W/0 Sxibject Headings

2
9
38
0
42
156
7
123
37
2
2

1
11
43
2
32
151
6
121
39
1
3

As can be seen by the above item co\ints, the data
obtained contained figures for an additional branch,
Mendive.

No information about this branch had been supplied

by the Washoe County Library System at the start of the
study.

Since there were only two items representing two

titles for this branch, the items were included in the
study.
By using the totals computed in Table 2, the branches
of the Washoe County Library System were divided into three
groups, based on their size.

Since both the Sparks and Reno

branches had titles in excess of the ranges suggested in
Baker; data from each of them was grouped separately from
the rest of the branches."

"Ibid., 374.

These three groups:

Reno,
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Sparks, and the rest of the branches combined, were
subjected to t-tests for both total use and circulations.
None of the n's were identical; therefore, the variances
were examined in all cases for homogeneity of variance.
The Reno branch was the largest of the branches with a
title estimate of 8,712.

The results obtained for overall

use are detailed in Table il.
Table 11.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for the Reno
Branch:
Subject Headings versus without Sxibject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

151
156

Std Dev

16.47019868
17.12820513

15.42630133
14.30845360

T

DF

Prob> |T [

-0.3876

305.0

0.6985

Std Error
1.25537460
1.14559313

Again, while the n's were different, the variances were
approximately equal, so the t-test is appropriate.

At a

probability of .1 the results were not significant and the
hypothesis was not supported.
are detailed in Table 12.

The results for circulations
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Table 12.--Results of t-test for Circulations at the Reno
Branch: Subject Headings Versus without Sxibject Headings
SUBJECT

N

0
1

151
156

Variances
Equal

Mean

Std Dev

3.49668874
3.65384615

Std Error

3.40563097
2.98740117

I

DF

Prob>[T[

-0.4302

305.0

0.6673

0.27714632
0.23918352

Again, while the n's were different, the variances were
approximately equal, so the t-test was appropriate.

At a

probability of .1 the results were again not significant and
the hypothesis was not supported.
The Sparks branch was the second largest with 5,736
estimated titles.

The results obtained for overall use for

this branch are reported in Table 13.
Table 13.--Results of t-test for Overall Use at the Sparks
Branch: Subject Headings Versus without Sxabject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

121
123

25.65289256
23.89430894
T

0.7146

DF
242.0

Std Dev
20.76403571
17.56711393

Std Error
1.88763961
1.58397332

Prob>[T[
0.4755

For this branch those items without subject headings had a
higher mean use than those with subject headings.

Since the

hypothesis required sxibject headings to be greater, the
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hypothesis was again not supported for the Sparks branch.
It was also not supported for circulations which had a
greater mean for the group without subject headings as
demonstrated in Table 14.
Table 14.--Results of t-test for Circulations at the Sparks
Branch: Subject Headings Versus without Siabject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

121
123

Variances
Equal

Std Dev

6.04958678
5.34146341
T

5.13947345
3.68387997

DP

1.2385

Std Error
0.46722486
0.33216427

Prob> [ T [

242.0

0.2167

The remaining branches all had fewer than 4,700 titles.
Based on the number of titles and items at each of these
branches it was decided to combine all of the remaining
branches into one group.

The number of titles and items for

the combined branches is shown in Table 15.
Table 15.--Combined Branch Titles and Item Counts:
Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
Type

Sub-iect Headings

Titles
Items

154
138

A t-test was again performed.
obtained are shown in Table 16.

W/0 Subject Headings
139
139

For overall use the results
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Table 16.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for Combined
Branches: Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

138
139

Variances
Equal

16.34782609
19.09352518

Std Dev
14.14608464
17.54451567

T

DP

Prob>|T [

-1.4332

275.0

0.1529

Std Error
1.20419469
1.48810640

The n's were again different, but the variances were
approximately equal, so the t-test for overall use was
appropriate.

The probability was greater than .1 so the

results were not significant and the hypothesis was not
supported.

The t-test for circulations is shown in Table

17.
Table 17.--Results of t-test for Circulations for Combined
Branches: Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

138
139

3.94202899
4.53237410

Std Dev
3.54484949
4.05452361

I

DP

Prob> [ T|

-1.2897

275.0

0.1982

Std Error
0.30175763
0.34390020

Again the variances were approximately equal even though the
n's were different, so the test is appropriate and is not
significant at .1 probability.
supported.

The hypothesis was again not
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One of the data elements collected was genre.

This was

done to see if some genres benefitted from sxibject headings
more than others.

To analyze this area the number of titles

and items per genre were determined.

The number of titles

by genre is detailed in Table 18.
Table 18.--Title Counts by Genre: Sxibject Headings Versus
without Subject Headings
Genre
Alternative history
Animal stories
Classics
Contemporary fiction
Disaster stories
General fiction
Historic fiction
Horror stories
Humor
Medical stories
Mythological stories
Regression
Religious stories
Romances
Science fiction
Sports stories
Suspense stories
Thrillers
War stories

Subject Headings
11
4
2
19
0
1
102
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
6
7
28

W/0 Subject Headings
4
1
4
76
1
2
44
4
1
1
1
0
1
3
2
1
33
0
4

The number of items by genre is shown in Table 19.
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Table 19.--Item Counts by Genre: Subject Headings Versus
without Subject Headings
Genre

Subject Headings

Alternative history
Animal stories
Classics
Contemporary fiction
Disaster stories
General fiction
Historic fiction
Horror stories
Humor
Medical stories
Mythological stories
Regression
Religious stories
Romances
Science fiction
Sports stories
Suspense stories
Thrillers
War stories

20
9
11
33
0
1
236
4
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
13
26
61

W/0 Subject Headings
9
1
12
152
3
2
89
23
1
1
1
0
4
8
4
3
90
0
7

Because of the disparate numbers for both the titles
and items the categories were combined in the following
ways.

Most of the titles and items were in Historic fiction

and Contemporary fiction.

These two groups were retained

with the following changes.

Historic fiction and War

stories were combined since War stories can be considered a
siibset of historic fiction.

Contemporary fiction remained

the same as the second group aind the rest of the genres were
combined into the third group.

The title numbers for these

groups are reported in Table 20.
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Table 20.--Genre Group Title Counts: Siibject Headings
Versus without Sxibject Headings
Ggnrg

Subject Headings

Contemporary fiction
Historic fiction
Combined genres

19
130
34

W/0 Subject Headings
76
48
59

The item numbers for these groups are reported in Table 21.
Table 21.--Genre Group Item Counts: Sixbject Headings Versus
without Siibject Headings
Genre

Subject Headings W/0 Subject Headings
33
297
88

Contemporary fiction
Historic fiction
Combined genres

152
96
162

Separate t-tests were performed on the three genre
categories for both overall use and circulations and the
following results obtained.

Again, since the n's were

different, the variances were checked in each case for
homogeneity of variance.

While the title count for

Contemporary Fiction was below 30, the number needed for
statistical power, the test was performed on that group to
get an idea of the effect in that area.
shown in Table 22.

The results are
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Table 22.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for
Contemporary Fiction: Subject Headings Versus without
Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

152
33

Variances
Equal

15.75000000
16.03030303

Std Dev

Std Error

15.10679423
16.05359159

1.22532281
2.79457159

T

DF

Prob> |T|

-0.0955

183.0

0.9240

For the genre Contemporary fiction and overall use the
variances were, approximately equal, so the test was
appropriate. The probability is greater than .1 so the
results are not significant and the hypothesis is not
supported.

For circulations the results obtained are

reported in Table 23.
Table 23.--Results of t-test for Circulations for
Contemporary Fiction: Sxibject Headings Versus without
Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

152
33

3.67105263
4.39393939

Variances
Equal

Std Dev
3.28104392
3.69069263

T

DF

Prob> |T|

-1.1215

183.0

0.2635

Std Error
0.26612780
0.64246712

Again the variances were approximately equal so the test was
appropriate and the hypothesis not supported at .1
probability.
A t-test was run on the genre Historic fiction with the
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results for overall use shown in Table 24.
Table 24.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for Historic
Fiction: Siibject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

96
297

Variances

21.07291667
20.04713805
T

Equal

Std Dev

DF

0.5019

19.68448216
16.60992662

Std Error
2.00903905
0.96380570

Prob>|T|

391.0

0.6160

In this case the mean for the sample without subject
headings was greater than that for subject headings so the
hypothesis was not supported.

The same held true for

circulations shown in Table 25.
Table 25.--Results of t-test for circulations for Historic
Fiction: Siibject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

96
297

4.70833333
4.11447811
T
1.3411

DF
391.0

Std Dev
4.84695600
3.35415623

Std Error
0.49469038
0.19462788

Prob>|T|
0.1807

A t-test was then run against the combined rest of the
genres with the results for overall use in Table 26.
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Table 26.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for Coinbined
Genres: Subject Headings Versus without Subj ect Headings
SUBJECT

N

0
1

Mean

162
88

Variances
Equal

21.17283951
20.25000000

Std Dev

Std Error

17.28230354
16.84633048

1.35782600
1.79582486

T

DF

Prob>|T|

0.4068

248.0

0.6845

In this case as well, the sample without subject headings
had larger mean, which meant the hypothesis was not
supported.

A t-test was performed for the Combined Genres

for circulations and is reported in Table 27.
Table 27.--Results of t-test for Combined Genres for
Circulations: Subject Headings Versus without Subject
Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N

Mean

162
88

Variances
Equal

4.90123457
5.56818182

Std Dev
4.40526207
4.28253726

T

DF

Prob>|T|

-1.1544

248.0

0.2494

Std Error
0.34611008
0.45652001

For circulations the subject headings group had a greater
mean.

While the n's were different the variances were

approximately equal so the t-test was appropriate.

Since

the probability exceeded .1 the hypothesis was not
supported.
Because the data had been selected by the year of

pxiblication with the same number of titles for 1991, 1992,
1993, and 1990 including previous years, the samples were
grouped combining 1991-1993 and then 1990 and older.

The

following are the title counts for these two groups; 1990
and older 155, 1991-1993 28.

The item counts for these

groups are reported in Table 28.
Table 28.--Item Counts by Dates; Subject Headings and
without Subject Headings
Dates

Subject Headings

<1990
1991-1993

Without Subject Headings

355
63

327
83

These two groups were then subjected to t-tests for
both overall use and circulations.

For these groups the n's

were different but the variances were approximately equal,
so the tests were appropriate. For the group of publication
dates up to and including 1990, the results obtained for
overall use are reported in Table 29.
Table 29.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for <=1990:
Subject Headings Versus without Sxibject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

327
355

20.13761468
20.24507042

Std Dev

Std Error

18.57209525
17.44965955

1.02703921
0.92613177

T

DF

Prob> |T|

-0.0779

680.0

0.9379
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At .1 probability the results were not significant.
For circulations the obtained are reported in Table 30.

Table 30.--Results of t-test for Circulations for <=1990:
Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1

N
327
355

Variances
Equal

Mean
4.19266055
4.03098592

Std Dev
4.32883837
3.41178547

T

DP

PrQb>|T|

0.5438

680.0

0.5867

Std Error
0.23938531
0.18107877

Since for circulations, the mean for the group without
subject headings was larger than the mean with siibject
headings the hypothesis was not supported.
A t-test was also rxm for the 1991-1993 group.

For

overall use the results obtained are reported in Table 31.
Table 31.--Results of t-test for Overall Use for 1991-1993:
Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT
0
1
Variances
Equal

N

Mean

83
63

15.20481928
17.11111111

Std Dev
9.92503491
10.46516666

T

DP

Prob> [ T (

-1.1227

144.0

0.2634

Std Error
1.08941411
1.31848707

At .1 probability the results were not significant.

The

results for circulations obtained are reported in Table 32.
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Table 32.--Results of t-test for Circulations for 1991-1993:
Subject Headings Versus without Subject Headings
SUBJECT

N

0
1

83
63

Variances
Equal

Mean

Std Dev

5.21686747
6.76190476

3.37511768
3.98672914

T

DP

Prob>(T (

-2.5325

144.0

0.0124

Std Error
0.37046729
0.50228066

At .1 probability the results were significant.

While

the number of titles was below thirty, which brings the
power of the test into question, it was important to run
because of the suggestion by the literature that subject
headings for fiction would increase the use of older
materials."

The results of this test run counter to that

part of the hypothesis.

This will be discussed further in

the next chapter.
Since the topic of the study revolved around subject
headings for fiction, it was appropriate to look at the
s\ibject headings themselves.
headings had 183 titles.

The sample with subject

For this sample the siibject

headings ranged from l subject heading a title to 5 siibject
headings a title.
Table 33 .

'^Borden, 25.

The break down for titles is shown in
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Table 33.--Title Breakdown by Nutnber and Percent of Siibject
Headings
Siib-ject Headings
1
2
3
4
5

Number of Titles
125
45
9
3
1

%
68.3
24.6
4.9
1.6
.5

The items are shown in Table 34.
Table 34.--Item Breakdown by Number and Percent of Subject
Headings
Number of Subject Headings
1
2
3
4
5

Number of Items

%

285
95
30
7
1

68.2
22.7
7.2
1.7
.2

The 183 titles in the siibject headings category were
represented by 214 different subject headings.

Table 35

contains all subject headings that occurred more than once
in order by frequency.
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Table 35.--Multiple Subject Headings in Frequency Order
Number
20
6
5
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
APPENDIX E

Subject Headings
World War, 1939-1945 -- Fiction.
Vietnamese Conflict, 1961-1975 -- Fiction.
United States -- History -- Civil War,
1861-1865
Great Britain -- History, Naval -- 19th
century
Indians of North America -- Fiction.
United States -- History -- Revolution,
1775-178
Spy stories.
Historical fiction.
Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Fiction.
United States -- History -- Colonial period,
ca.
European War, 1914-1918 -- Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 -- Fiction.
Peninsular War, 1807-1814 -- Fiction.
contains a complete list of siibject headings in

alphabetical order.

Of these subject headings 27 of them

did not have the Fiction designation.

Implications of this

will be discussed in the next chapter.
Subject headings were examined to determine what
types of siibject headings were represented.

To determine

this, the first subdivision was considered primary because
that is how it would be located by the computer.

The

following categories were developed to describe the subject
headings;

historic, war, person, place, place/history,

thing, story type, other, groups, fictitious character, and
animals.

Further clarification of the types follows using
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examples from the study itself.

Historic is when the

heading is primarily an historic one such as the Jacobite
Rebellion.
Korean War.

War is a siibject heading for a war such as the
Person is an actual person such as Mary,

Typhoid as opposed to a fictitious character like Maturin,
Stephen.

Place refers to a place alone such as Biloxi

(Miss.).

Place/history refers to a subject heading which is

a place with an historic subdivision attached such as Canada
-- History -- War of 1812.

Thing is when the subject

heading is about a thing such as the cruiser Emden.

Story

type refers to subject headings that classify the type of
writing such as adventure stories.

Other are the siibject

headings that do not group well such as False
personation.

Groups are subject headings that refer to

groups of people such as the Borgia family or Brothers.
Animals are animal siabject headings such as Badgers.

The

results from this part of the study are detailed in Table
36.
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Table 36.--Type of Siabject Heading by Frequency and Percent
Type of Subject Headings
Historic
War
Person
Place
Place/historic
Thing
Story type
Other
Groups
Fictitious character
Animals

Number of Headings
14
10
63
14
42
6
9
14
32
5
5

%

6.5
4.7
29.4
6.5
19.6
2.8

4.2
6.5
14.9
2.3
2.3

No further analysis was done with the subject headings
because for titles and items with more than one subject
heading it would not be possible to tell which subject
heading might have been responsible for the circulations.
While the majority of the titles had only one subject
heading, they had not been matched one per one during the
data selection process with books without subject headings.
This precluded a more in depth analysis using the actual
siabject headings to see if type affected use.
The data collected was subjected to several different
kinds of analysis which have been detailed above.
Significance was found in only one of the tests.

These

results will be discussed in greater depth and their
implications will be explored in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The data gathered were siibjected to a general analysis
and several sub-analyses.

The areas for sub-analyses were

branch, genre, and publication date.

Each analysis was done

for overall use and circulations as defined earlier.

Table

37 illustrates the means obtained for each analysis and
whether the t-test preformed on those means was
statistically significant.

It illustrates the differences

in these factors.
Table 37.--Means Obtained and Results of t-tests
Analysis

Siibject
Headings

W/0 Subject
Headings Sicmificance

Overall Use
Overall Circs

19.772
4.442

19.139
4.400

no
no

Reno Use
Reno Circs
Sparks Use
Sparks Circs
Combined Use
Combined Circs

17.128
3 .653
23.894
5.341
19.093
4.532

16.470
3 .496
25.652
6.049
16.347
3 .942

no
no
no
no
no
no

Contemp fic Use
Contemp fic Circs
Hist fic Use
Hist fic Circs
Combined Use
Combined Circs

16.030
4.393
20.047
4.114
20.250
5.568

15.750
3 .671
21.072
4.708
21.172
4.901

no
no
no
no
no
no

<=1990 Use
<=1990 Circs
1990-93 Use
1990-93 Circs

20.245
4.030
17.111
6.761

20.137
4.192
15.204
5.216

no
no
no
yes
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The use and circulations figures are in the same
relationship to each other in terms of which is greater
except for two instances when the circulations figures are
inverse to the use figures.

This occurs for both combined

genre figures and <=1990 figures.

This factor suggests that

the circulations figure is measuring something different
from use.

It stands for circulations per year.

One of

these, combined genre, had substantially different n's while
for the other; <=1990, the n's were very close.

While it

was not done for this study, it would be interesting to see
if the time available for circulations for these two groups
was substantially different.

More research needs to be done

on these two different ways of looking at use.
The first analysis conducted was on the total sample.
The differences in the means of the two groups, with siibject
headings and without, were not statistically significant.
The hypothesis, that subject headings increase circulations,
was not supported.

It must be remembered that this was a

comparative study, one where the independent variable had
already occurred.

The groups, subject headings and without

subject headings, preexisted and random selections were made
from them.

A problem with studies of this nature is that

there may be something else about the groups other than the
independent variable affecting the results.
in this study may support this contention.

Data collected

When the data for piiblication date was graphed there
were differences between the groups with subject headings
and without.

This occurred when the data for genre were

graphed for the groups with subject headings and without.
The number of titles per decade of piablication date is in
Table 38.
Table 38.--Titles by Publication Decade for Sxibject Headings
and without Subject Headings
Decade
1890's
1900's
19l0's
1920's
1930's
1940' s
1950' s
1960's
1970'S
1980's
1990's

Subject Headings

No Siibject Headings

0
0
0
0
4
6

2
0
2
3
3
9
13
21
42
52
36

11
20

31
78
33

The publication date was graphed by decade of publication
and number of titles.

This is shown in Figure 3.

differences are not large, they do exist.

While the

The only matching

done in the study sample was by publication date.

As

discussed in the methodology section, the groups were 1990
and earlier, 1991, 1992, and 1993.
subject headings is older.

The group without

It is known that publication

Subject Headings

100

Without Subject Headings

80
60
40
20
0

1890'1910'1930'1950'1970'1990'
1900'1920'1940'1960'1980'
Figure 3
Sample Groups by Decade

0'1

""
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date is a soft number, in that the Washoe Covinty Library
Systems policy is to attach all items to one record and the
date of that record might not be the original publication
date.

Still, it is an indication of differences between the

samples.
The other area that shows differences between the
samples is that of genre.

As has been noted, these

categories were developed during the study.
titles per genre is listed in Table 18.
Figure 4.

The number of

It is graphed in

As can be seen by Figure 4, there are

significant differences between the two groups in this area.
It should perhaps have been inherently obvious that the
group with subject headings would have more titles in
historic fiction and war, which is a subset of historic
fiction.

Historic periods are relatively easy to

categorize.

The reason these two categories were originally

separated was that the readers of the two groups might be
different and thus, the use impacted differentially.
However, there were not enough titles in the two categories
to run separate t-tests on them.

The group without subject

headings had significantly more contemporary fiction titles.
It is not known how these groups number in the overall
fiction population and how the sample compares with the
population.
The differences between these two groups; genre and

120

Subject Headings
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publication date, are enough to bring into question the
equivalence of the two sample groups, s\ibject headings
versus without subject headings, and the results of the
study.

One direction for future research should be an

experimental study that is better able to control for both
publication date and genre in addition to what was
controlled for in this study.
the analyses preformed.

This holds true across all of

However, since they point

directions for future studies, it is still worthwhile to
look at the results of the rest of the sub-analyses and some
implications from them.
Another difficulty with the study has been partially
discussed above.

The sample was drawn based on equal

numbers of titles.
different.
analysis.

The n's or item counts in all cases were

This is a potential problem in using t-tests for
One way to handle this in the future would be to

use only titles with single items attached.

But this method

of control also has problems in that it would skew the study
away from popular titles with more than one item.
While the results may be open to question, they are not
significant for this study.

This raises the question of

whether adding subject headings to records is worth the
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time, money, and staff required."

Because of the problems

discussed above, these decisions should not be based on this
study alone.
figures.

Future studies need to address cost per use

The sxibject headings function is two fold:

readers advisory or reference, and circulation.
This study does not look at the reference and readers
advisory uses of subject headings.

The impact subject

headings have had in this area has not been studied.
needs to be done.

This

This study has looked at whether subject

headings increase use and circulations at a metropolitan
library system.

Another factor that may have an impact on

the importance of subject headings and this type of study is
that the other means of increasing circulations of fiction
books:

separate genre shelving, shelf and book marking,

displays, and book lists are inherently obvious to the
patron.

Patrons know how to use and interpret them.

Subject headings added to the catalog record are not as
obvious.

Patrons may never have stumbled across a fiction

record with subject headings before and so not be aware of
their existence or not have realized how they might be used.
Patron awareness of subject headings might increase their
use and therefore affect the results of future studies.

The

®^Mohr, Deborah A. "Subject Access to Individual Works
of Literature and Folklore: An Update," Colorado Libraries.
(Summer 1993) 19: 52-53.
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fact that the Washoe Coxinty Library System already has
separate genre shelving may also be an impact on the study.
During the sampling phase genre shelved titles were tracked,
but not enough of them with subject headings were located to
warrant inclusion in the study.

This is another area for

future work.
The literature suggests that the size of the
collection, by producing information overload, affects
browsability and that classification measures increase
circulations in larger collections.

The suggestion was that

catalog markers or sxibject headings would or could be
another way to combat information overload.
computers could emulate shelf browsing.

Browsing by

However, none of

the three branch groups, analyzed by size, proved
significant.

In fact, the Sparks branch showed greater use

and circulations for the group without subject headings.
The previous discussion about sample differences may be
a factor here too.

Both the title and the item counts for

these three groups were different.

This is a result of

taking the original samples for the entire system and using
their distribution among the branches to generate these
groups.

The fact that the Washoe County Library System has

a con^uter based system that allows patrons to request an
item from any branch via the computer, that is then
delivered to their branch, may also be a factor.

It would
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be interesting to see if figures were available that would
allow for control of this variable.

It would also be

interesting to perform experimental studies for each of
these branch groups drawn sind matched specifically for each
branch.

It is also possible that the concept of browsing on

the computer is different from that done in the shelves and
that information overload figures are different in an online
environment.

These need to be explored.

The next sub-analysis was for the genre data collected.
The genre analysis also used the data collected in the
original sample and analyzed it by genre.

One possible

problem was that the genres were developed as the study
progressed.

This may mean the categories were less

rigorously defined than they might have been.

The fact that

thriller and suspense categories were both created and
appear to be interchangeable may favor this conclusion.
However, it was not known what kinds of categories would be
found at the onset of the study or what percent they
represented of the population.
future studies.

This may be a problem for

In the future the literature should be

searched and preset categories could be applied.
None of the analyses of genre proved to be significant.
It was interesting that for contemporary fiction and
historic fiction categories the greater means for siabject
headings and without subject headings corresponded in the
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same proportion to the n's.

However, it must be remembered

that for the statistical analyses that the variances between
the two groups were homogeneous.

As stated above the

separate genre shelving of Westerns, science fiction, and
mysteries may be influencing this area.

The combined genre

groups produced one of the two places that circulations
produced a higher mean in the opposite category from use.
The cause for this needs to be explored further.

As stated

above, this is an area that should be more closely studied
in the future.

Perhaps the best way in the future would be

to structure a series of smaller studies that look at only
one aspect of these areas at a time controlling the rest of
the factors more rigorously.
The final of the three subareas of the study is for
date of piiblication.

As stated above, the publication date

is a soft date but is an indication of the age of the
samples.

This is not true for those titles piablished in

1991-1993.
certain.

The publication date for those years is more

This area of the study was chosen because the

literature suggested that sxibject headings for fiction, like
separate classification schemes and other means, could
increase use for older fiction which is less in the public
eye.

This section of the study was also affected by the

fact the sample was drawn originally for the main study.
stated above the original sample was matched by title for

As
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the years up to and including 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993, as
shovm in Table 4.

For the analysis the 1991, 1992 and 1993

groups were combined into one category.

This group (1991-

1993) was the only one to show significance, and only for
the circulations area.

This is very interesting because it

is not in the predicted area as it is too recent.

Another

problem exists, in that the 1991-1993 group only has 28
titles in it, even though the n's were greater than 30.
This is below the 30 required for statistical power.
However, it was significant.

The number of items with these

titles is shown in Table 27.

The fact it is only for the

circulations data is interesting and indicates that the time
available for circulation is an important variable,
especially since the overall use was not significant.
This indicates that this is another area for future
study.

The fact that it was significant will be discussed

despite the smallness of the sample size in terms of titles,
bearing in mind that the results may be open to question.
The explanation for significance lying with the more recent
sample rather than the older one lies with the original
assumptions of the study.

The literature suggested that the

next step to explore with increasing fiction use was to mark
the card catalog.

An assumption was made that the sxibject

headings in an online catalog would perform the same or
similar functions.

Also assumed, was that as computer use.
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familiarity, and the information imbedded in the records
increased, patrons could and would browse the online system
as well as, and instead of, the shelves.

This appears a

reasonable assumption on the face of it.

However, the

analysis here should prompt some rethinking of this.

What

may be at work here is that the patrons who will use and
browse the online catalog may be a very different group of
users from those who browse the shelves.

In reviewing the

books for inclusion in the study, the differences between
the books and the stories over time became clear.

As an

example, historic romances of the 1950's are different from
those piiblished in the 1990's.

The patron stibset more

likely to browse the online catalog may prefer to read more
recently published works.

This finding needs to be studied

further.
The final area of analysis was that of the sxibject
headings themselves.

While there were books with up to five

subject headings, the number of titles with subject headings
of 3 or more was not enough for separate analyses.

In the

future, the affect of the number of subject headings should
be studied.
There were 214 different subject headings assigned to
the titles in this study.

Of the 214 different subject

headings, 27 of them did not have the -- Fiction
designation.

This seems to be a mistake.

In libraries that
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classify and shelve their fiction separately from the nonfiction, this is probably not as great a problem.

However,

for libraries that classify and shelve fiction as literature
it could be a real problem.

Patrons are not always aware of

the classification areas from which they retrieve books and
what they mean.

This could lead to confusion as to whether

they had a work of fiction or a factual book.

The subject

headings need to have the -- Fiction designation to avoid
this.
Only 9 subject headings were of the story type
category.

This is not a subject heading category that

should probably be used alone.

However, it might, in the

future, be useful as a second subject heading for genre
type.

However, at this point this is not being done.

One problem in this study was the difficulty collecting
the sample.

Matching, to the degree required in a true

experimental study, was not possible.

As has been stated

above, future experimental studies need to be carried out
with greater controls to determine with more certainty the
affect of sxibject headings on use.

While the majority of

the analyses carried out in this study suggest that subject
headings do not affect use, the differences in genre and
publication date, combined with significance for recently
piiblished items, suggest that further study is necessary to
confirm or disprove this.

Several smaller studies

pinpointed at one area may prove to be more beneficial than
one large study.

Studies of the genres more affected in

conjunction with publication year may be revealing.
Subject headings for fiction continue to generate
interest in libraries.
not been studied.

Until now, the impact they have has

Their function is two fold:

advisory or reference, and circulation.

readers

This study has

looked at whether subject headings increase circulation or
use at a metropolitan library system.

The results of this

study suggest that subject headings for fiction books do not
increase their use or circulations.

Differences between the

samples and significance in one area point out the need and
direction of future studies.

These future studies may help

answer the question of whether sxabject headings for fiction
are an asset to libraries.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF TITLES IN PRESAMPLE
1.

Aird, Catherine
The body politic.

2.

Aird, Catherine
Henrietta who?

3.

Brookes, Owen
Forget me knots.

4.

Bruckner, Christine
Gillyflower kid: a novel.

5.

Caldwell, Taylor
Tender victory.

6.

Carney, Otis
Good friday - 1963: a ioumey into the heart of one
man - and into the soul of America.

7.

Coker, Elizabeth Boatwright
Lady Rich: a novel of Peneople Devereux at the court
of Oueen
i
•

8.

Coleman, Bob
Fielding, Henry
The later adventures of Tom Jones.

9.

Crane, Stephen
The red badge of courage.

10.

Cronin, Archibald Joseph
The Spanish gardener.

11.

Curtiss, Ursula
Out of the dark.

12.

Davidson, Muriel
The thursday woman.

13.

Davis, Mildred B.
The third half.

14.

Delbanco, Nicholas
In the middle distance.
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15

Dos Passes, John
The big money.

16

Eden, Dorothy
The time of the draaon.

17

Eden, Matthew
Flight of hawks.

18

Ellis, Bret Easton
American psycho: a novel.

19

Eraser, Antonia Pakenham, Lady
The wild island.

20

Gilliatt, Penelope
Come back if it doesn't get better.

21

Gray, Valerie
A spy at the gate.

22

Haasse, Hella S.
Miller, Anita
The scarlet city:

a novel of 16th century Italy.

23

Irvine, R. R.
Gone to glory.

24

Jagger, Brenda
D^yg gf gr^gg.

25

Jennings, Gary
gp^nglg.

26

L'Amour, Louis Dearborn
Comstock Lode.

27

Lewis, Roy Harley
Death in Verona.

28

MacKenz ie, Rachel
The wine of astonishment.

29

Meade, Richard
Haas, Ben
Gavlord's badge.

30

Moore, Susanna
The whiteness of bones.
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31.

Price, Victor
The other kingdom.

32.

Robinson, Spider
Robinson, Jeanne
Stardance.

33.

St. Aubin de Teran, Lisa
Joanna.

34.

Shannon, Dell
Linnington, Elizabeth
Spring of violence.

35.

Stout, Rex
Too many clients, a Nero Wolfe novel.

36.

Suskind, Patrick
Woods, John E.
Perfume: the story of a murderer.

37.

Tarr, Judith
The dagger and the cross:

38.

Undset, Sigrid
Master of Hestvuken.

39.

Vamey, Joyce
Tart is the apple:

a novel of the Crusades.

a novel.

40.

Walker, Mildred
The quarry.

41.

West, Morris Langlo
Summer of the red wolf, a novel.

42.

White, Alan
The long silence:

a novel.

43.

Willard, Theodore Arthur
Bride of the rain god Tandl Princess of Cichen-Itza.
the sacred city of the Mayas.

44.

Woods, Sara
Bowen-Judd, Sara Hutton
Done to death.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF GENRE TITLES REMOVED FROM PRESAMPLE
1.

Aird, Catherine
The body politic.

2.

Aird, Catherine
Henrietta who?.

3.

Davis, Mildred B.
The third half.

4.

Eden, Matthew
Flight of hawks.

5

Fraser, Antonia Pakenhatn, Lady
The wild island.

6.

Lewis, Roy Harley
Death in Verona.

7.

Meade, Richard
Haas, Ben
Gaylord's badge.

8.

Robinson, Spider
Robinson, Jeanne
Stardance.

9.

Shannon, Dell
Linnington, Elizabeth
Spring of violence.

10.

Stout, Rex
Too many clients, a Nero Wolfe novel.

11.

Tarr, Judith
The dagger and the cross:
Woods, Sara
Bowen-Judd, Sara Hutton
Done to death.

a novel of the Crusades.
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF TITLES IN STUDY WITH SUBJECT HEADINGS
I.

Abbott, John
Scimitar.

2.

Abel, Robert H.
Freedom dues : or. A gentleman's progress in the New
World•

3.

Absire, Alain
Bray, Barbara, translator
Lazarus : a novel.

4.

Alexander, Karl
Time after time : a novel.

5.

Andrews, V. C.(Virginia C.)
Heaven.

6.

Appelfeld, Aron
For every sin.

7.

Appelman, William H.
Claim to fame.

8.

Auchincloss, Louis
Exit Lady Masham.

9.

Baddock, James
The Faust conspiracy.

10.

Baldwin, William
The hard to catch mercy : a novel.

II.

Barber, Rowland
The midnighters: a documentary novel based on the
memoirs of Martin Allen Ribakoff.

12.

Barker, Shirley
Swear bv Apollo.

13.

Barnes, Margaret Campbell
The King's bed.

14.

Barnes, Margaret Can^bell
Brief gaudy hour : a novel of Anne Boleyn.
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15.

Barthelme, Frederick
Brothers.

16.

Belletto, Rene
Machine.

17.

Bennetts, Pamela
The Boraia prince.

18.

Bentley, Barbara
Mistress Nancy.

19.

Berent, Mark
Phantom leader.

20.

Berger, Thomas
Orrie's story : a novel.

21.

Biddle, Cordelia Frances
Beneath the wind.

22.

Blunden, Godfrey
Charco Harbour: a novel of unknown seas and a fabled
shore passaged with coral reefs and magnetical islands,
of shipwreck and a lonely haven: the true story of the
last of the great navigators, his bark, and the men in

23.

Boyne, Walter J.
Air Force Eagles.

24.

Bradley, Marion Zimmer
The f irebrand.

25.

Bragg, Melvyn
The silken net.

26.

Braider, Donald
Rage in silence: a novel based on the life of Goya.

27.

Bremkamp, Gloria Howe
Rahab : a novel.

28.

Brink, Carol Ryrie
Strangers in the forest.

29.

Brown, Sandra
Temperatures rising.
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30

Buckley, William F. (William Frank)
See you later alligator.

31

Butler, Suzanne Louise
My pride, my folly.

32

Carlisle, Carris
Party in Peking.

33

Carrighar, Sally
Glass dove.

34

Cassel, Virginia C.
Juniata Valley.

35

Castle, Marian Johnson
Golden fury.

36

Charyn, Jerome
Darlin' Bill : a love story of the Wild West.

37

Chase-Riboud, Barbara
Echo of lions : a novel.

38

Chase-Riboud, Barbara
Valide.

39

Clarke, Thurston
Thirteen o'clock : a novel ahnnt Georae Or-well and
1994.

40

Clarkson, Ewan
In the shadow of the falcon.

41

Clark, Tom
The exile of Celine.

42

Cleary, Jon
A very private war.

43

Clement, Aeron
The cold moons.

44

Cohen, Jamey
Dmitri.

45

Colver, Anne
Graff, Polly Anne Colver
Mr. Lincoln's wife.
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46.

Connor, Ralph
The rock and the river : a romance of Quebec.

47.

Cordell, Alexander
The dream and the destiny.

48.

Comwell, Bernard
Sharpe's gold : Richard Sharpe and the destruction of
Almeida. August 1810.

49.

Comwell, Bernard
Sharpe's siege : Richard Sharpe and the winter
campaign. 1814.

50.

Coyle, William
Firestorm.

51.

Davis, Mildred B.
Davis, Katherine A.,joint author
Lucifer land.

52.

De Camp, L. Sprague
The dragon of the Ishtar Gate.

53.

Denny, Robert
Aces : a novel of World War II.

54.

Dodge, Ed
Dau : a novel of Vietnam.

55.

Donovan, John
Family.

56.

Driver, C. J.
Elegy for a revolutionary.

57.

Drummond, Emma
Forget the glory.

58.

Druon, Maruice
The lily and the lion, a novel.

59.

Dumas, Alexandre
Maquet, Auguste
The man in the iron mask.

60.

Eckert, Allan W.
The court-martial of Daniel Boone.
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61

Eden, Matthew
The murder of Lawrence of Ar-ahi a : a novel.

62

Federspiel, Jurg
The ballad of Typhoid Mary.

63

Fletcher, Inglis Clark
The wind in the forest.

64

Ford, Jesse Hill
The raider.

65

Forester, Cecil Scott
Commodore HorTiblower.

66

Forester, Cecil Scott
Homblower and the Atropos.

67

Fox, John
The boys on the rock.

68

Fox, John
Wyeth, N.C. (Newell Convers)
The little shepherd of Kingdom Come.

69

Fraser, David
The fortunes of war.

70

Freemantle, Brian
The button man.

71

Freeman, David
A Hollywood education : tales of a movie dreams and
easy money.

72

Friermood, Elisabeth Hamilton
One of Fred's girls.

73

Gaffney, Robert
A world of good.

74

Gartner, Chloe
The infidels.

75

Gary, Romain
A European education.

76

Gedge, Pauline
Child of the morning.
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77

Gerson, Noel Bertram
Emperor's ladies.

78

Gibson, Tom
A soldier of India.

79

Gitlin, Todd
The murder of Albert Einstein.

80

Glover, Douglas
The life and times of Captain N.

81

Goodman, Mark
Hurrah for the next man who dies.

82

Goudge, Elizabeth
The child from the sea.

83

Granger, Bill
There are no spies.

84

Gray, Edwyn
Crash dive 500.

85

Griffin, W. E. B.
The aviators.

86

Grossman, Vasily Semenovich
Life and fate : a novel.

87

Guild, Nicholas
The Berlin warning.

88

Haasse, Hella S.
Miller, Anita
In a dark wood wandering: a novel of the Middle Ages.

89

Hagerfors, Lennart
Hollo, Anselm, translator
The whales of Lake Tanganyika.

90

Hale, Janet Campbell
The jailing of Cecelia Capture.

91

Halkin, John
Hantu.

92

Hardman, Richards L.
Fifteen flags.
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93.

Hardwick, Mollie
Charlie is my darling.

94.

Hardy, Robin
The education of Don Juan: a novel.

95.

Hauser, Thomas
The Hawthorne Group.

96.

Heatter, Basil
The naked island.

97.

Heidish, Marcy.
A woman called Moses : a novel based on the life of
Harriet Tubman.

98.

Highwater, Jamake
The Sun, he dies : a novel about the end of the Aztec
world.

99.

Highwater, Jamake
Journey to the sky : a novel ahmit the true adventures
of two men in search of the lost Maya kingdom.

100. Hijuelos, Oscar
The fourteen sisters of Emilio Montez O'Brien.
101. Hitchcock, Raymond
The Panaris legacy.
102. Hitchcock, Raymond
Attack the Lusitania!.
103. Holland, Cecelia (Anastasia)
The lords of Vaumartin.
104. Holland, Cecelia (Anastasia)
City of God : a novel of the Boraias.
105. Hooker, John
The bush soldiers.
106. Humfrey, Michael
No tears for massa's day.
107. Hunter, Jack D.
Sweeney's run.

108

Jakes, John William
Heaven and Hell.

109

Jennings, John Edward
Raider, a novel of World War I: The chronicle of a
gallant ship.

110

Johnston, Mary, 1870-1936.
Schoonover, Frank Earle
To have and to hold.

111

Johnston, Terry C
Cry of the hawk.

112

Kaiko, Takeshi
Into a black sun.

113

Kennedy, Lucy
The moment of the rose.

114

Kingston, Guy
A wing and a prayer.

115

Laker, Rosalind
Circle of pearls.

116

Law, Janice
All the king's ladies.

117

Leffland, Ella
The knight, death, and the devil.

118

Letton, Jennette Dowling
Letton, Francis
The young Elizabeth.

119

Levin, Jenifer
The sea of light.

120

Lodge, Marc
Within the bounds.

121

Ludlum, Robert
The Scorpio illusion.

122

Maclnnes, Helen
Rest and Be thankful.

123. Mackin, Jeanne
The cpieen's war : a novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine.
124. Malouf, David
Remeinber-i ng Rahylnn ,
125. Malpass, Eric Lawson
The wind brinq-s up the rain.
126. Markish, David
Bouis, Antonina W. translator
Jesters.
127. Marlowe, Stephen
The man with no shadow.
128. McCaig, Donald
Nop's trials.
129. McCourt, James
Time remaining.
130. McCutchan, Philip
Cameron's commitment.
131. McCutchan, Philip
Orders for Cameron.
132. McMurtry, Larry
Buffalo girls : a novel.
133. McQuinn, Donald E.
Targets.
134. Mergendahl, Charles Henry
The drums of April.
135. Morris, Gilbert
The captive bride.
136. Mortimer, John Clifford
Will Shakespeare : the untold story.
137. Nathanson, E. M.
Bank, Aaron
Knight's Cross.
138. Nolan, Frederick W.
Wolf trap.
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139

Norman, Hilary
Fascination.

140

0'Brian, Patrick
The wine-dark sea.

141

Osmond, Andrew
Saladin! : A novel.

142

Peck, Robert Newton
Dukes.

143

Plaidy,Jean, pseud. 1906- Hibbert, Eleanor
The thistle and the rose.

144

Plaidy,Jean, pseud. 1906- Hibbert, Eleanor
The sixth wife.

145

Powell, Anthony
The valley of bones.

146

Rhodes, Jewell Parker
Voodoo dreams : a novel of Marie Laveau.

147

Ripley, A1exandra
The time returns.

148

Robertson, Don
Prisoners of twilight.

149

Rofheart, Martha
My name is Sappho : a novel.

150

Ross, Frank
The 65th tape.

151

Rubicam, Harry Cogswell
Fletcher, Sydney E.
Pueblo Jones.

152

Schaeffer, Susan Fromberg
Buffalo afternoon.

153

Schofield, William Greenough
The deer cry.
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154. Schonthan, Gaby von
The roses of Malmaison: the turbulent life of the
beautiful Josephine.
155. Segal, Brenda Lesley
If I forget thee.
156. Shah, Idries
Kara Rush : a novel.
157. Skelton, C. L.(Clement Lister)
Beloved soldiers.
158. Skimin, Robert
Gray victory.
159. Slaughter, Frank Gill
Upon this rock, a novel of Simon Peter. Prince of the
Apostles.
160. Stacton, David
People of the book.
161. Stegner, Wallace Earle
The preacher and the slave.
162. Stewart, A. C.
1 9:ahP»th' s tower.
163. Street, James Howell
Captain Little Ax.
164. Suhl, Yuri
On the other side of the gate, a novel.
165. Tanner, Janet
Oriental hotel.
166. Thoene, Bodie
Vienna prelude.
167. Thorn, James Alexander
From sea to shining sea.
168. Toland, John
Occupation.
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169

Tranter, Nigel G.
James. by the grace of God : a novel.

170

Trollope, Joanna
The men and the girls.

171

Tryon, Thoma s
All that glitters.

172

Tyler-Whittle, Michael Sidney
The young Victoria.

173

Weiss, David
The Venetian : a novel.

174

Westheimer, David
Von Ryan's return.

175

White, Leon Solomon
Patriot for liberty.

176

White, Leslie Turner
Monsieur Yankee.

177

Whitten, Les
The lost disciple : the book of Demas.

178

Willis, Ted
Baron Willis
The lions of Judah.

179

Wolf, Joan
Bom of the sun.

180

Yehoshua, Abraham B.
Halkin, Hillel
Mr • Mani.

181

Yerby, Frank
McKenzie's Hundred.

182

Zaroulis, N. L.
The Poe papers : a tale of passion.

183

Zeitlin, Marianne Langner
Next of kin.
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF TITLES IN STUDY WITHOUT SUBJECT HEADINGS
1.

Aiken, Joan
The smile of the stranger.

2.

Aiken, Joan
The five-minute marriage.

3.

Allen, Hervey
Toward the morning.

4.

Ambler, Eric
Doctor Frigo.

5.

Anthony, Evelyn
Stephens, Eve
The French bride.

6.

Appel, Allan
Thfa rahhi of Casino Boulevard.

7.

Astor, Mary
A place called Saturday.

8.

Baldwin, Faith
There is a season : a novel.

9.

Baldwin, Faith
Cuthrell, Faith Baldwin
Time and the hour.

10.

Ballard, J. G.
The crystal world.

11.

Ball, Donna
Winners : a love story.

12.

Balzac, Honore de
Ives, George B.
Unknown masterpiece.

13.

Balzac, Honore de
Wormeley, Katherine Prescott
Chouans : Brittany in 1799.

14.

Barclay, Tessa
A woman's intuition.
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15

Barker, Pat
Union Street.

16

Barnes, Julian
A history of the world in 10 1/2 chapters.

17

Barthelme, Donald
Paradise.

18

Bartov, Hanokh
The brigade.

19

Batchelor, John Calvin
American falls : a novel.

20

Batchelor, John Calvin
Peter Nevsky and the true story of the Russian moon
landing : a novel.

21

Bausch, Richard
Rebel powers.

22

Becker, Stephen D.
The last mandarin.

23

Bellamann, Henry
Bellamann, Katherine
Parris Mitchell of Kings Row.

24

Benchley, Nathaniel
Catch a falling spy.

25

Berg, Elizabeth
Durable goods.

26

Bickham, Jack M.
The winemakers.

27

Bloch, Robert
American gothic.

28

Block, William A.
g, P, .

29

Bloodworth, Dennis
Crosstalk.

30

Bowman, David
Let the dog drive.
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31

Boyd, James
Drums.

32

Brandel, Marc
A life of her ovm.

33

Brand, Christianna
Court of foxes.

34

Burress, John
Apple on a pear tree.

35

Butler, Gwendoline
Meadowsweet.

36

Butler, William
The butterfly revolution.

37

Cadell, Elizabeth
Home for the weddinqr.

38

Caims, Robert
The two o'clock sun.

39

Campbell, Patricia
The Royal Anne Tree.

40

Carfrae, Elizabeth
Blue heaven.

41

Carr, Philippa
The gossamer cord.

42

Carr, Philippa
Hibbert, Eleanor Burford
Holt, Victoria
A time for silence.

43

Cartano, Tony
Fischman, Sheila,translator
Blackbird : a novel.

44

Chesney, Marion
The wicked godmother.

45

Churchill, Winston
A far country.
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46

Clune, Henry W.
The big fella.

47

Coleman, Bob
Fielding, Henry
The later adventures of Tom Jones.

48

Colette
White, Antonia translator
The shackle.

49

Collier, Zena
A cooler climate.

50

Collins, Jackson
The Himmler plaque.

51

Collins, Wilkie
The moonstone.

52

Conlon, Kathleen
A forgotten season.

53

Connolly, Ray
Newsdeath.

54

Cookson, Catherine
Katie Mulholland: a novel.

55

Cookson, Catherine
Pure as the lily.

56

Coppel, Alfred
Thirty-four east.

57

Costantini, Humbert
Di Giovanni, Norman Thomas
The long night of Francisco Sanctis.

57

Courter, Gay
Flowers in the blood.

58

Crowley, Elaine
The ways of women.

59

De Hartog, Jan
The pearpahip kingdom an American saaa.
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60

Deck, John N.
One morning, for pleasure.

61

Delblanc, Sven
Spgr^z^.

62

Denker, Henry
Judge Spencer dissents.

63

Dibner, Martin
The troiihl p> with heroes.

64

Dick, Philip K.
Mary and the giant.

65

Dolson, Hildegarde
The form divine.

66

Dostoyevsky, Fyodor
Pevear, Richard Volokhonsky
The brothers Karamazov : a novel in four parts with
gpilqgug.

67

Dreiser, Theodore
Gallery of women.

68

Drummond, June
The imposter.

69

Drury, Allen
Capable of honor; a novel.

70

Duffy, Maureen
The microcosm.

71

Dumas, Alexandre
The journal of Madame Giovanni.

72

Dutourd, Jean
The springtime of life.

73

Edwards, Page
Peggy Salte.

74

Ehrenreich, Barbara
Kipper's

75

Emerson, Jill
Trovible with Eden.
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76

Engel, Monroe
Statutes of limitations.

77

Erdman, Paul Emil
The last days of America.

78

Fallingstar, Cerridwen
The heart of the fire.

79

Faulks, Sebastian
A fool's alphabet : a novel.

80

Fedoroff, Alexander
The side of the anaels.

81

Feikema, Feike
This is the year.

82

Fox, Anthony
Kingfisher scream.

83

Fraser, George MacDonald
Flashman's lady.

84

Freemcin, Gillian
The alabaster eaa.

85

Fuller, lola
The loon feather.

86

Gaines, Charles
Dangler.

87

Gallery, Daniel V.
Away boarders.

88

Gallico, Paul
Manxmouse.

89

Gann, Ernest Kellogg
The magistrate : a novel.

90

Gann, Ernest Kellogg
The bad angel.

91

Gerson, Noel Bertram
All that glitters.
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92.

Glanville, Bricin
The comic.

93.

Godden, Rumer
Five for sorrow, ten for joy.

94.

Golding, William Gerald
Pincher Martin.

95.

Goldreich, Gloria
Mothers : a novel.

96.

Gordon, Mary
The other side.

97.

Grciham, Winston
The loving cup : a novel of Cornwall.

98.

Granger, Bill
Schism : a novel.

99.

Grass, Gunter
Manheim, Ralph, translator.
The call of the toad.

100

Greene, Gael
Blue skies, no candy.

101

Hall, Oakley M.
Report from Beau Harbor.

102

Harcourt, Palma
The distant stranger.

103

Hecht, Ben
The sensualists.

104

Heffeman, William
Acts of contrition.

105

Household, Geoffrey
Thing to love.

106

Iverson, Marc
Fire storm.

107

Kantor, MacKinlay
Don't touch me.

108. Kantor, MacKinlay
Piiha r.jhre: a story by MacKinlay Kantor.
109. Kolb, Ken
Getting straight.
110. Kolpacoff, Victor
Prisoners of Ouai Dong.
111. Kourouma, Ahmadou
Poller, Nidra, translator
Monnew.
112. Kurland, Michael
Whaley, Barton
The last President.
113. Launay, Andre
The harlequin's son.
114. Leahy, Syrell Rogovin
Only yesterday.
115. Liotta, P. H.
Diamond's compass : a novel.
116. Lively, Penelope
Cleopatra's sister.
117. Ludlum, Robert
The Bourne identity.
118. Macdonald, Malcolm
Ross-Macdonald, Malcolm
An innocent woman.
119. Maillet, Antonine
Stratford, Philip, translator
The devil is loose I.
120. Mannix, Daniel Pratt
The healer.
121. Marlowe, Stephen
The summit. a novel.
122. Masters, John
Far, far the mountain peak, a novel.
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123. May, Peter
The man with no face.
124. Merek, Jack
Blackbird : a novel.
125. Morgan, Michael Hamilton
The twilight war.
126. Murphy, Warren
Sapir, Richard
Profit motive.
127. Nagy, Gloria
A house in the Hamptons(one summer near the end of the
lie) : a novel.
128. Nathan, Robert
Portrait of Jennie.
129. Naylor, Gloria
Bailey's Cafe.
130. Newman, Kim
The night mayor.
131. North, Elizabeth
Everything in the garden.
132. Ogilvie, Elisabeth
The seasons hereafter.
133. Olson, Toby
At sea.
134. Parini, Jay
Bay of Arrows.
135. Pearce, Dick
The impudent rifle.
136. Pirtle, Caleb
Last deadly lie.
137. Piatt, Randall Beth
The Four Arrows Fe-As-Ko: a novel.
138. Poyer, David
The med.
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139

Raddall, Thomas Head
Tidefall.

140

Roberson, Jennifer
Lady of the forest.

141

Rogers, Barbara
Project Web.

142

Rosen, Charles
Have -jump shot will travel.

143

Roszak, Theodore
B\xgs.

144

Sanders, Dori
Her own place : a novel.

145

Sanguinetti, Elise (Ayers)
McBee's station.

146

Sapir, Richard
The body : a novel.

147

Savage, Elizabeth
But not for love.

148

Scholefield, Alan
Berlin blind.

149

Scholefield, Alan
Wild dog running.

150

Scott, Hardiman
Blueprint for a terrorist.

151

Seeley, Clinton
Storm fear.

152

Seifert, Elizabeth
The new doctor.

153

Selwyn, Francis
Sergeant Verity and the imperial diamond.

154

Shacochis, Bob
Swimming in the volcano : a novel.
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155

Shirley, John
Wetbones.

156

Shrake, Edwin
Blessed McGill.

157

Siegel, Benj amin
Four doctors: a novel.

158

Singer, Isaac Bashevis
Schwartz, Rosaline Dukalsk
Scum.

159

Solmssen, Arthur R. G.
A princess in Berlin : a novel.

160

Stanfill, Francesca
Wakefield Hall.

161

Stem, Richard Martin
Tsunami!.

162

Stewart, Fred Mustard
Centuiry : a novel.

163

Straub, Peter
The throat.

164

Tarkington, Booth
Presenting Lily Mars.

165

Tattersall, Jill
The witches of All Saints.

166

Taylor, Barry
The deadfall trap.

167

Thayer, James Stewart
Ringer.

168

Thirkell, Angela Mackail
Summer half.

169

Traven, Bruno, pseud.
March to the monteria.

170

Unger, Douglas
The turkey war.
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171

Vatsek, Joan
This fiery niaht.

172

Victor, Barbara
Coriander.

173

Wahloo, Per
Tate, Jocin, translator.
A necessary action.

174

Walker, Walter
The appearance of impropriety.

175

Weaver, Gordon
Give him a stone : a novel.

176

Weldon, Fay
The Shrapnel Academy.

177

Wells, (Herbert George)
The passionate friends.

178

Whedon, Julia
Girl of the golden West: a novel.

179

Wilder, Robert
An affair of honor.

180

Winston, Daoma
The golden valley.

181

Wodehouse, Pelham Grenville
The small bachelor.

182

Yerby, Frank
Captain Rebel.

183

Yglesias, Helen Bassine
How she died.
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APPENDIX E
LIST OF UNIQUE SUBJECT HEADINGS
Adventure stories.
Afghanistan -- History -- Soviet Occupation,1979 -- Fiction.
Afro-American women -- Louisiana -- New Orleans -- Fiction.
Air Force -- History -- Fiction.
Americans -- Russia -- Moscow -- Fiction.
Americans -- Travel -- Borneo -- History -- 20th century
--Fiction.
Amistad (Schooner) -- Fiction.
Anne Boleyn, -- consort of Henry VIII, King of England,
--1507-1536-Fiction.
Anne, Queen of Great Britain, 1665-1714 -- Fiction.
Apes -- Fiction.
Assassination -- Fiction.
Aubrey, Jack (Fictitious character) -- Fiction.
Australian aborigines -- Fiction.
Aztecs -- Fiction.
Badgers -- Fiction.
Bahamas -- Fiction.
Baker, Hobey -- Fiction.
Bar Kokhba, d. 135 -- Fiction.
Barbados -- History -- Fiction.
Biloxi (Miss.) -- Fiction.
Boone, Daniel, 1734-1820 -- Fiction.
Borgia family -- Fiction.
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Borgia, Cesare, 14767-1507 -- Fiction.
Borneo -- History -- Fiction.
Brothers -- Fiction.
Calamity Jane, 1852-1903 -- Fiction.
Canada -- History -- War of 1812 -- Fiction.
Canada.
Canaris, Wilheltn, 1887-1945 -- Fiction.
Cassandra (Greek mythology) -- Fiction.
Catharine Parr, consort of Henry VIII, King of England,
1512-1548.
Catherwood, Frederick -- Fiction.
Celine, Louis-Ferdinand, 1894-1961, World War, 1939-1945
--Fiction.
Charles Edward, the Yoiing Pretender, 1720-1788 -- Fiction.
Charles, d'Orleans, 1394-1465 -- Fiction.
China -- History -- Boxer Rebellion, 1899-1901 -- Fiction.
Christian fiction.
Conflict of generations -- England -- Fiction.
Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fiction.
Crimean War, 1853-1856 -- Fiction.
Crusades -- First, 1096-1099 -- Fiction.
Cviban Americans -- Fiction.
Demas -- Fiction.
Detective and m^'Stery stories.
Devereaux (Fictitious character) -- Fiction.
Dimitrii, Saint, Cesarevich of Russia, 1582-1591 -- Fiction.

Ill

Dogs -- Fiction.
Domestic fiction.
Dubuc de Rivery, Aimee, 1776-1817 -- Fiction.
Edward III, King of England, 1312-1377 -- Fiction.
Einstein, Albert, 1879-1955 -- Fiction.
Eleanor, of Aquitaine, Queen, consort of Henry II, King of
England, 11227-1204 -- Fiction.
Elizabeth, Queen of England, 1533-1603 -- Fiction.
Emden (Cruiser) European War, 1914-1918 -- Fiction.
European War, 1914-1918 -- Fiction.
False personation -- Fiction.
Family -- Fiction.
Family -- United States -- Fiction.
Family problems -- Fiction.
Fathers and daughters -- Fiction.
Florence (Italy) -- History -- 1421-1737 -- Fiction.
Florida -- Fiction.
France -- History -- 14th century -- Fiction.
France -- History -- Louis VII, 1137-1180 -- Fiction.
France -- History -- Louis XIV, 1643-1715 -- Fiction.
France -- History -- Revolution -- Fiction.
Franco, Francisco, 1892-1975 -- Fiction.
Friendship -- Fiction.
Frontier and pioneer life -- Australia -- Fiction.
Frontier and pioneer life -- Colorado.
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Frontier and pioneer life -- Fiction.
Gay men -- New York (N.Y.) -- Fiction.
Gems -- Fiction.
Germany -- History-- 1933-1945 -- Fiction.
Goering, Hermann, 1893-1946 -- Fiction.
Goya, Francisco, 1746-1828 -- Fiction.
Great Britain -- History -- Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066
--Fiction.
Great Britain -- History -- Charles II, 1660-1685 --Fiction.
Great Britain -- History -- Commonwealth and
protectorate,1649-1660-Fiction.
Great Britain -- History -- Henry II, 1154-1189 -- Fiction.
Great Britain -- History, Military -- 19th century
--Fiction.
Great Britain -- History, Naval -- 19th century -- Fiction.
Great Britain -- History, Naval -- 20th century -- Fiction.
Guevara, Ernesto, 1928-1967 -- Fiction.
Hatshepsut, Queen of Egypt -- Fiction.
Hickok, Wild Bill, 1837-1876 -- Fiction.
Hillstrom, Joseph, 1882-1914 -- Fiction.
Historical fiction -- Napoleonic Wars, 1793-1815.
Historical fiction.
History of Biblical events -- Fiction.
Hitler, Adolf, -- 1889-1945 -- Fiction.
Hollywood (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Fiction.
Holocaust survivors -- Fiction.
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Homosexuality -- Fiction.
Illegal arms transfers -- Fiction.
India -- History -- 19th century -- Fiction.
India -- History -- Sepoy Rebellion, 1857-1858 -- Fiction.
Indians of North America -- Fiction.
Intelligence service -- United States -- Fiction.
Irish Americans -- Fiction.
Islands.
Jacobite Rebellion, 1745-1746 -- Fiction.
Japan -- History -- Allied occupation, 1945-1952 -- Fiction.
Jerusalem -- Fiction.
Jesus Christ -- Fiction.
Jewish Arab relations -- 1967-1973 -- Fiction.
Jews -- Austria -- Vienna -- History -- 20th century
--Fiction.
Jews -- History -- 70-638 -- Fiction.
Jews -- Soviet Union -- Fiction.
Jones, Bundy -- Fiction.
Josephine, consort of Napoleon I, 1763-1814 -- Fiction.
Juaniata Valley, Pa. -- History -- Fiction.
Juan, Don -- Fiction.
Korean War, 1950-1953 -- Fiction.
Laboratory animals -- Fiction.
Laveau, Marie, 1794-1881 -- Fiction.
Law firms -- Southern States -- Fiction.
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Lawrence, T. E. 1888-1935 -- Fiction.
Lazarus, of Bethany, Saint -- Fiction.
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Fiction.
Lincoln, Mary Todd, 1818-1882 -- Fiction.
Long March, 1934-1935 -- Fiction.
Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Fiction.
Lusitania (Steamship) -- Fiction.
Mainbos (Voodooism) -- Louisiana -- New Orleans -- Fiction.
Man-woman relationships -- England -- Fiction.
Margaret Tudor, consort of James IV, King of
Scotland,-1489-1541-Fiction.
Mary, Typhoid, d. 1938 -- Fiction.
Masham, Abigail, Lady, 1684 or 5-1734 -- Fiction.
Massachusetts -- History -- Revolution -- Fiction.
Maturin, Stephen (Fictitious character) -- Fiction.
Mayas -- Fiction.
Mayas.
Medici, Lorenzo de', 1449-1492 -- Fiction.
Mining towns.
Morris, Anne Cary (Randolph) -- Fiction.
Moving picture actors and actresses -- California
--Hollywood-Fiction.
Napoleon I, En^eror of the French, 1769-1821, Historical
fiction-Court life.
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1814 -- Fiction.
Nelson, Horatio Nelson, Viscount Mediterranean sea.
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New Orleans (La.) -- History -- Fiction.
New York (State) -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783
--Fiction.
North Carolina -- History -- Regulator Insurrection,
1766-1771- Fiction.
Orestes (Greek mythology) -- Fiction.
Orwell, George, 1903-1950.
Oxenstiema, Axel Gustafsson, grave, 1583-1654 -- Fiction.
Paris (France) -- Fiction.
Patrick, Saint -- Fiction.
Pazzi family -- Fiction.
Peninsular War, 1807-1814 -- Fiction.
Pennsylvania -- History -- French and Indian War, 1755-1763
--Fiction.
Peregrine falcon -- Legends and stories.
Personality change -- Fiction.
Peter, the Apostle, Saint -- Fiction.
Philippe VI de Valois, King of France, 1293-1350 -- Fiction.
Physicians -- Fiction.
Poe, Edgar Allan, 1809-1849.
Poland -- History -- Occupation, 1939-1945 -- Fiction.
Poverty -- Fiction.
Rahab (Biblical character) -- Fiction.
Ranch life -- Wyoming -- Fiction.
Real estate development -- Tropics -- Fiction.
Revolutions.
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Richard, III, King of England, 1452-1485 -- Fiction.
Romantic suspense novels.
Russia -- History -- Allied intervention, 1918-1920
--Fiction.
Sappho.
Scotland -- History -- 15th century -- Fiction.
Selim III, 1789-1808 -- Fiction.
Serial murders -- Russia -- Moscow -- Fiction.
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Slavery -- United States -- Insurrections, etc. -- Fiction.
South Carolina -- Fiction.
Southern States -- Fiction.
Soviet Union -- History -- 1689-1800 -- Fiction.
Spies -- United States. Women terrorists.
Sports stories.
Spy stories.
Stanley, Henry M. 1841-1904 -- Fiction.
Stephens, John Lloyd, 1805-1852 -- Fiction.
Tennessee -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Fiction.
The West -- Fiction.
Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648 -- Fiction
Tiziano Vecelli, 1477-1576 -- Fiction.
Trojan War -- Fiction.
Tubman, Harriet Ross, 18157-1913 -- Fiction.
Turkey -- History -- Selim III, 1789-1808 -- Fiction,
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Underground railroad -- Fiction.
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Fiction.
United States -- History -- Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775
-Fiction.
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783 -Fiction.
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783
--Causes-Fiction.
United States -- History, Military -- 20th century
--Fiction.
United States.
Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901 -- Fiction.
Vienna (Austria) -- History -- Fiction.
Vietnamese Conflict, 1961-1975 -- Fiction.
Violent deaths -- Fiction.
Virginia -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- Fiction.
Virginia -- History -- Colonial period -- Fiction.
Walter, Lucy, 16307-1658 -- Fiction.
Watergate Affair, 1972-

-- Fiction.

Wells, H. G. 1866-1946.
West (U.S.) -- History -- 1848-1950 -- Fiction.
Women -- England -- Cumberland -- Fiction.
Women -- Fiction.
Women -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia -- Fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 -- Fiction.
World War, 1939-1945 -- Fiction.
World War, 1939-1945 -- Jews -- Fiction.

World War, 1939-1945 -- Jews -- Rescue -- Fiction.
Wyoming -- Social life and customs -- Fiction.
Xerxes, 519-465 or 4 B.C. -- Fiction.
Yachts and yachting -- Fiction.
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